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The Doomsday of Music
Many people worked on synesthesia with audio and video. The age of
information moves to an age of physical information using conceptual and
intelligent softwares, robotics and real digital fabrication.
This last year, I have been interested in materializing music. Writing a
traditional score is most of the time not adequate because time and its perception are not behaving the same way as in instrumental music. Frontiers
between creative process and performance process merged thanks to non
linearity of time with algorithmic arts. Also, a generated piece does not have
one single timeline. It is something much more complex that could only be
described and written linearly until the combinatory pieces of Stockhausen
in the 60’s. Thus, representation and score combine in many cases and the
need to write or describe music is very different from the one for instrumentalists.
The obvious way to do so is the use of dimensions, space or geometry.
Many classical music composers use geometry. In our case since the only
material constraint is perception rather playability, it is possible to extend this
geometric abstraction in space; the real world.
I use geometric and architectural rules to represent and generate musical
structures with the same approach as Yannis Xenakis used to do in the 70’s.
Geometry is a powerful tool mostly used for information theory and representation. It is also a great inspirational source for the genesis of musical
forms.
My presentation will explain what I mean with “parametric composition” using a concrete example: a new piece called Kaspar.
De Saussure’s structural linguistics is another story but architectural
structuralism thru computational design is not an end. Scales and dimensions take an important role by adding other organized and self-organized
elements to any kind of so-called structure.
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I will illustrate this idea with another installation project of materialized music
I am willing to create in the near future: The doomsday of music.
Kaspar is a play from Peter Handke written in 1967. Peter Handke’s
Sprechstücke, through focusing on the performance of language, partake
in the postmodern critique of representation. As a species of non-matrixed
theater, theater which avoids the strong traditional fictional matrices of time,
place, character, situation, and action, the “speech-plays” raise interesting
issues pertaining to language, representation, presence, and performance.
The abstraction level of Kaspar is very rhythmical and very close to musical multilevel cannons and structures. This piece is not really a piece where
time is directly involved. Reactivity or interactivity are useless because of the
way we are forced to look at it and the way it has been generated. The time
component is part of the visual and of its interpretation.
The doomsday of music is a small construction the design of which follows
the same structural rules as the music and spacial movements played inside.
It is a 5 meters wide digital fabrication (3D printing) made of fake or real spider web as a dedication to Louise Bourgeois. Since parametric composition
techniques are used the real structure and its moving light reflexions and
sound movements are together. A multichannel audio system diffuses 3D
generated music made from the same emergence as spider multi-agents. As
usual the challenge is to make people understand the relation between what
they see and what they hear.

